Task 2: Director's Notebook  HL 20%

**Practice Directors Notebook**

FROM PAGE TO STAGE

You will create a notebook that is no longer than 10 pages, which highlights your directorial intentions of staging *Lysistrata*. You will never actually create the performance; so let your imagination run wild!

The notebook should be written and created from your perspective as a director.

You should comment upon possible production elements, highlighting key ideas from the play and linking them to your own work.

You must consider and refer to any live performances that you may have seen, that have influenced your decisions. You should look at the production/performance elements that they have used, and how that has impacted their intention. What did they do to reach their intentions? How might you use these to reach your own intentions?

Consider your previous own directorial experiences too.

You may select key 'moments' from the entirety of the play to go into depth with. However, there must be at least two moments.

You should consider the design, style and any practice associated to your ‘performance’.

You *cannot* alter the text (the words) in any way, but you may add moments of music or movement and such, if suits and/or enhances your intentions.

You should draw, sketch, design your performance. Consider the format that suits your performance. For example, if your performance concept is about colour, then focus on this in your notebook, as this is important to the piece.

You will submit a hard copy of the Notebook, and a soft copy in PDF format, ensuring all sources are cited.

Where to BEGIN...

**FIRST** – GO TO www.gretchennordleafnelson.com and select the IB Theatre page, then select Assessments, finally choose Task #2: Director’s Notebook. You will find the Practice Notebook Project Assignment there, the IB Theatre Director’s Notebook Guide and three example notebooks with bibliographies and Assessment Scores from the IB.